DRAFT - HB2 PROJECT - INTERSECTION #1
ROUTE 1 AND TELEGRAPH ROAD (RTE 637)
REALIGN INTERSECTION, INSTALL SIGNAL, INSTALL ISLAND TO PREVENT
LEFT TURN FROM ROUTE 1 SOUTHBOUND ONTO TELEGRAPH ROAD,
PROVIDE DOUBLE-LEFT-TURN LAKES FROM TELEGRAPH ROAD ONTO
ROUTE 1, IMPROVE NORTHBOUND RIGHT TURN LANE
DRAFT - HB2 PROJECT - INTERSECTION #2
ROUTE 1 AND WOODSTOCK LANE (RTE 639)
REALIGN INTERSECTION, INSTALL SOUTHBOUND LEFT-TURN-LANE
INSTALL MEDIAN (SLOTTED-LEFT) TO PREVENT LEFTS-OUT FROM
CONNECTING ROADWAYS, IMPROVE NORTHBOUND RIGHT-TURN-LANE,
GUINNS LANE CONNECTION/ENTRANCE (RI/RO) TO BE DETERMINED
NOTE: FUTURE SIGNAL OPTIONAL